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Don’t just show—show off!
Show season for ERAHC is under way, with the New England
Classic just weeks away. That means it’s time to start getting
ready, if you haven’t yet. That means more than just polishing
up your tack and memorizing dressage patterns. It means some
advance practice and preparation for all the types of classes
you plan to enter. An article in this issue highlights some of
USEF’s rules and recent rule changes, and ERAHC has a Guide
to Tack and Attire you can download from its website to help
you through that mire of technicalities, but you still need to review the rules yourself to make sure you don’t miss something.
There are new rules for 2014!
For halter classes, I suggest you also review the article
“Showing the Andalusian Horse in Hand” in the Spring 2011
issue of Hoof Prints. If you can’t find your copy, or if you joined
the Club more recently, you can download it from the ERAHC
website. I still see a lot of the same mistakes being made at
more recent shows, but these are things you can learn and
practice with your horses. Then by show time, you can present
your horse in the best way possible.
Never won a Best Movement medal? Practicing is the best
chance you have to get one. It isn’t a matter of just showing your horse. You need to show off your horse! And when
you get that ribbon or medal, after your win photo has been
snapped, go ahead and take a victory lap. Give the audience
a show! Exit the arena to applause and hoots, not snores. And
no, it doesn’t cause a delay in the show; it takes about the
same time to trot around the arena to the exit gate as it does to
saunter out sedately.
Saddle classes are a little more complicated, because there
are so many different kinds. It’s a good idea to peruse the prize
list and pick out your classes early so you can be well prepared. Some have very specific tack and attire requirements;
others have more options. But in every class, tack and attire
must all match for style. ERAHC’s Guide to Tack & Attire Requirements was just updated in April, so it includes 2014 USEF
revisions as well as ERAHC-specific guidelines. It will get you
started, but again you must also check the USEF rulebook to
make sure you are aware of all the fine details.
Technical fine points aside, this is another opportunity to
show off. No, I don’t mean racing around, extra circles, or tossing in a little Spanish walk. Showing off under saddle means
that you sit chin up with a smile on your face. Look at the
audience. Look at the judge. Do NOT look down. Your horse
is still there. So is the floor, and the arena floor is unlikely to
include unexpected obstacles that you need to watch out for.
Encourage your horse to move forward, whatever gait is called
for. And once again, after you’ve been handed your ribbon and
had your win photo taken, exit the arena in style. Don’t slump
in the saddle or drop the reins. One of my favorite “exits” included a wonderful exhibition of Spanish walk (yes, it’s okay
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A Night to Remember!
On Friday night, July 11th, at 7pm, ERAHC’s New England
Classic will present their spectacular exhibition! Combining the talents of expert riders and gorgeous horses and
costumes, it will be a night to remember. We begin with
a liberty act by Mindy Finelli of Cornerstone Andalusians
with her stunning PRE mare, followed by the Idlenot Quadrille performing to “Lady In Red.” David Donnelly from
French Light Dressage will follow with a musical freestyle
on his Iberian cross in the precise and beautiful movements
of dressage. Sandra Beaulieu will thrill us with “Friesian
Spirit,” performing with Douwe, her 13-year-old Friesian
gelding. Their routine incorporates dressage with bridleless, liberty, trick training, and beautiful props. Following
this, dressage rider Patricia Norcia and Xeque Mate, her
Lusitano partner, will perform with modern dancer Carlye
Eckert and Emmanuelle Schneider and her Friesian gelding
Gideon. We will conclude this memorable evening with
Marcus Rhatigan, Irish trainer of dressage and jumping.
With his pinto American warmblood jumper, JD’s spirit, he
will perform some exciting flatwork and jumping to music.
For more, see the ad on page 4 of this issue.
at this point). In any case, continue to show off the style that
got you that ribbon until you’ve passed through the gate. Give
the audience a show!
To help you focus on showing, this issue includes a summary of the rules for halter and saddle classes offered for Purebred
Spanish and Portuguese horses as well as Half-Andalusians at
the ERAHC New England Classic and Virginia Classic breed
shows this year. The Summary begins on page 15.

Carol Stockton, Editor
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Because our New England Classic breed show is expanding
this year to include other baroque horses, I thought it might be
a good idea to introduce the three you might be seeing—either at the show or in the show results issue of Hoof Prints in
August—before you think the Andalusian/Lusitano breed standards have gone completely insane.
The first, and probably best known, of the three breeds we
will be including is the Friesian. These horses are pretty much
unmistakable, with their glossy black coats and abundant (also
black) manes and tails. According to USEF breed standards,
a small star on the forehead is the only permissible marking.
Rare chestnut coloring does occur, but it is not desirable, so
you’re unlikely to see one at a show. Part-breds, however, may
be any color. As they age, Friesians usually develop feathering,
but lack of it is not penalized in judging.
Friesians are typically larger than our Andalusians and Lusitanos—taller (up to 17.3 hands) and more massive. However,
in the transition from carthorse to saddle horse, there has been
emphasis on breeding somewhat lighter conformation. However, the real
emphasis is
on
movement, and
breeders
may focus
on conformation for
dressage/
sport versus
baroque.
Part of the

fun in going to shows is to see how these differences affect
movement and performance. After all, a show is where you get
to see more of any breed of horse doing more different kinds
of things than anywhere else. Halter classes can be a special
challenge, though, as different types will all be shown, and
it’s up to the judge to find (as the USEF website says) “...one
that is suitable for the desired purpose that exudes the most
breed type while maintaining correct conformation and form
to function.” I suspect that halter handlers of Friesians can really run too!
As with our PREs and PSLs, the origins of the breed are
somewhat mythical, with reports of use and distribution by
Romans. The breed originated in the northern Netherlands—
Friesland—possibly from a primitive horse known as the “Forest Horse.” By the 13th century, however, we have clear evidence of the existence of a horse native to the Netherlands that
looked very much like the Friesian horses we know of today. In
general, these horses were stockier and heavier than those of
today, which made them suitable as heavy warhorses capable
of bearing an armored knight. Friesian troops did bring horses
to the British isles at that time, so whether it was around the
13th century or during Roman movements, as some claim, the
Friesian did contribute to the early development of the Shire,
Clydesdale, and other English draft breeds.
By the end of the Middle Ages, however, the breed was almost extinct. Anectodally, only one horse of each sex was left
to become the Adam and Eve of the restored Friesian breed. In
any case, by the 16th and 17th centuries, the breed was back,
but horses brought by the Spanish forces during the 80 Years’
War (1566-1648) were added to the bloodlines. (Remember,
though, that formal breeding of the PRE began with instructions
from Philip II of Spain—also the sovereign of the Habsburg
Netherlands—in 1572.) The result was a lighter horse, relatively speaking,
that could be
used as a carriage horse in
the growing urban areas of the
Netherlands.
And
warfare
had changed,
so there was
little need for
heavy warhorses.
During the
17th century,
the Friesian was popular in the Baroque schools of classical
equitation, but for some reason, the breed retracted to its geographic origins during the 18th and 19th centuries. In Friesland,
the breed became somewhat of a status symbol. They were
also popular for trotting races and may have influenced the
development of both the Orlov and American trotters.
The modern era began with the establishment of the Friesch
Paarden-Stamboek—the studbook of the Friesian horse—in the
Netherlands. The registry created both stimulus and controversy. The latter circulated around the desires of Dutch farmers for a sturdy, efficient plowhorse versus what they called
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And now for something completely different...
By Carol M. Stockton

Photo courtesy of Danielle Barasso
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The Eastern Region Andalusian Horse Club
Invites you to joins us for...

A Night to Remember!

Friday Evening, 11 July 2014, 7:00 pm
Tri-County Fairgrounds, Northampton, Massachusetts
In conjunction with the

ERAHC New England Classic Open Dressage Show
Andalusian/Lusitano, Friesian, and Gypsy/Drum Show
and Baroque Equestrian Games
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July 11 through 13

Free Admission to Shows and Exhibition — Visit erahc.org for more information

Photo by Lindseymolyneux.com
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origins appear to have been Irish, and a son of the Coal Horse
named Roadsweeper was the first to be brought to England,
where the breed developed. Current horses can clearly trace
their origins to Roadsweeper. However, there is no single registry for these horses; the first one to be established was the
U.S.-based Gypsy Vanner Horse Society in 1996, and there are
now many worldwide. Before 1996, there was no recognized
name for the breed, and the founders of the GVHS gave it the
name Gypsy Vanner to go with the registry. Various registries
use other names (e.g., Gypsy Cob, Gypsy Horse), but all rely
on DNA testing to establish the suitability of a horse to be registered, since the breed is so new and much of even its recent
breeding has only oral records.
One offshoot of
the Gypsy Vanner is the Drum
Horse. Named for
the job of carrying a rider and two
silver kettle drums
in a British cavalry
regiment known as
the Queen’s Band
of the Life Guards
during ceremonial
occasions, the current horses are Gypsy crosses that exhibit
the same coloring and feathering of the Gypsy Cobs of Great
Britain. However, the Drum Horse is notably larger—at least
16 hands—owing to inclusion of Shire and Clydesdale blood,
as well as Dutch Warmblood and Friesian, with some Welsh
types in the mix that lighten the draft influence.
In the U.S., the
Drum Horse is
now being bred
for a variety of
equestrian disciplines and can be
any color or pattern. Fortunately,
it still preserves
the exceptional
disposition of its
Gypsy cousin, as
Photo courtesy of Sarah Hollis
well as its feathering. These horses are represented in the U.S.
by the International Drum Horse Association, which offers
DNA testing and registry. Their goal is to establish the Drum
Horse as a recognized breed, with the following requirements:
“...a combination of any of the following breeds: Shire, Clydesdale, and Gypsy Horse, where no single breed listed above
exceeds 87% (7/8) of the total make-up and the percentage
of Gypsy Horse blood does not fall below 12.5% (1/8). [Note:
starting in 2015, the % of Gypsy breeding cannot exceed 50%.
Horses foaled after 2015 with more than 50% Gypsy breeding
will be placed in the Foundation Book].”
All three of these breeds/types call for abundant mane and
tail, a characteristic for which the Spanish and Portuguese
horses are known, but one not required by our Andalusian/
Lusitano breed standards. At this year’s show, be ready to see
a lot of hair!

Photo courtesy of Sarah Hollis

Photo courtesy of Danielle Souza

the “dancing show horses.” The farmers switched to or crossed
with other draft breeds, such that by the early 20th century
there were only three of the early studbook stallions left. A
few dedicated breeders again restored the breed, although the
century has seen waxing and waning interest. The result is that
there are just three modern bloodlines, all of which can trace
their ancestry to a single stallion born in 1913 and registered
in the studbook in 1916. But his “offspring” now number over
40,000 worldwide.
The Gypsy Vanner has little known history prior to its development as a carthorse by the Romanichal of Great Britain in the late
19th century.
The Romani
people, commonly known
as
Gypsies,
had been in
the
British
Isles since at
least the 16th
century,
but
it wasn’t until
the mid-18th century that they began using the covered “mobile homes”—known as “vardoes”—that became the Gypsy
caravans so famous today. Often considered a colorful people,
the Romanichal breeders of late 19th and early 20th century
Great Britain began collecting the colorful piebald and skewbald horses, especially Shires, that were unpopular at the time
with mainstream society.
Romanichal breeders selectively bred for colorful coat patterns, which are still a characteristic of the breed. From the
draft origins, however, they bred for smaller size (big horses
are expensive to feed) while maintaining the feathering from
those origins. Mid-20th century crossing with the Welsh Cob
produced a desirable more-animated trot while maintaining
the size, bone, and coat characteristics still sought by the Romanichal. But the breed that has most influenced the recent
development of the breed is the Dales pony, an ancient draft
breed similar to the Shire and Clydesdale but of smaller size.
For economic reasons, the size desired by the Romanichal was
14.3 to 15 hands, but with sufficient substance to do the work
of pulling a laden vardoe or market wagon. Another important
characteristic encouraged by Romanichal breeders is that of a
calm, friendly, unflappable temperament. This necessary for a
reliable harness horse, but it is even more essential for an animal
that will be around family members, including small children,
in camp-like
environments.
The
oral
history of the
Romanichal
people reports
two foundation
sires:
The Old Coal
Horse
and
Sonny Mays’
Horse. Their
Photo courtesy of Danielle Souza
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Tejo II VA
Lusitano
Stallion

Imported / Revised
APSL #5343
IALHA #7988P

Tejo is the perfect blend
of power & gracefulness,
with a beautiful slow
cadence to his gaits. His
easy-going personality
makes him a delight to ride
and handle. Tejo is a proven
sire, consistently passing his
lovely temperament, uphill
balance, style and substance
to his offspring.

$2,500 to registered Lusitanos
Sharon Madere
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804-677-7046

$1,250 to all others

EquiLightenment@gmail.com
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Spanish Horse Display
ROLEX Kentucky Four-Star Three-Day Event 2014
by MaryBeth Horan
The Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington, KY, hosts a spectacular Three-Day Event sponsored by Rolex, an annual event that
averages a crowd of 30,000 spectators. It is the biggest of its
kind in North America, held this year April 24 through 26. The
lineup of international riders riding exceptional horses, the
amazing exhibitions, and great shopping held everyone’s attention. Talent and beauty abounded. To my knowledge, there
is nothing like it anywhere else in the U.S.
There were performances of various breeds each day, scheduled on a rotating basis, happening in a spacious outside arena

near the huge Rolex Arena. Numerous spectators came to see
them during and between the different phases of the “Three
Day Event” (dressage Thursday and Friday, cross-country on
Saturday, and show-jumping on Sunday). Our own gifted artist Susan Ambrose created some incredibly
stunning and romantic
posters that were inspired and commissioned by Medieval
Times These posters
and other items were
made available as souvenirs of the event for
the spellbound audience.
Presenters for the
Spanish horse included
Tom Reed and his team
from Medieval Times
presenting the “Airs
above the Ground,” in-
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cluding some spectacular caprioles. Deb Cooper Phelan riding Xochimilco, the 2013 National Champion Reining Horse
(bred by Tomas Batalla from Costa Rica), brought her western
flair to the event. Pam Nelson’s rider and trainer, Nicole Harrington, did a captivating freestyle on Hidden Pond Farm’s Fetichin, a qualified Prix Saint George black PRE stallion with
very impressive gaits. Master trainer JP Giacomini presented
his
Luso-Spanish
stallions. First the
buckskin JP Zhivago (by Lusiadas)
bred by Labyrinth
Fram did a “workin-hand” presentation, and as a finale,
JP and his student
and assistant Cedar
Potts, both dressed
in the traditional
Portuguese
Marialva
costumes,
presented the full
brothers, JP Orion
and JP Zorro (by Hipogrifo) in a highschool Pas de Deux that included piaffe, passage, pirouettes,
and tempi changes.
All the presentations were a great success with spectators,
who came afterwards to admire our Iberian horses up close
and ask for the breeders’ cards.
Pam Nelson, who put an enormous organizational effort
into this event, hosted a tasty dinner for the participants and
volunteers at the campground on Wednesday that allowed
everyone to become re-acquainted. Shelley Giacomini did a
fabulous job in the announcer’s booth narrating and explaining the movements the crowds were watching as well as synchronizing the music for each performance. MaryBeth Horan
of La Tienda Española was there promoting the production in
the booth, mixing with the crowd, and handing out breeders’
cards. This show is a must-see and hopefully will be presented
in other venues. As usual, our “Horse of Kings” lived up to and
surpassed all our expectations.
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Training Tips: Double the Psychology
by Glenn Cochran

Photo by CM Stockton

So, my friend says, “Who
in their right mind crawls
on the back of a wild
half-ton spooky hysterical animal?” He felt the
idea must’ve been cooked
up by some Neanderthal
who lacked TV and video
games for entertainment.
Well, it turns out he was
actually pretty close to
stating the truth! Anthropologists are discovering
evidence that mankind has been riding horses for more than
six thousand years!
Now, one would think that in six thousand years, we would
have learned something, right? My friend says we haven’t
learned enough. He thinks we should stay away from horses. (I
think, however, he rides motorcycles!) Anyway, it seemed reasonable to look into what we HAVE learned in sixty centuries
about the subject known as equitation.
In Spain, where much of our information on the subject
has originated, we find first of all that horses have been actively bred with certain selection criteria for more than five
hundred years. Moreover, particular attention has been paid to
the mental characteristics that make horses trainable. What a
novel idea! Unlike the current trend in the USA toward breeding hot, nervous super-athletes, they have bred for sane, calm
stallions that could be easily domesticated and ridden by the
average Spanish nobleman.
So what can we do in the face of breeding programs that
sacrifice sanity for showiness?
Psychology.
It turns out that even nervous hotheads can learn, at least
to some extent, and that equine psychology can be boiled
down to a few simple principles. One such principle is consistent repetition and reinforcement. For example, these nervous horses can learn to behave in a relaxed and calm manner,
enough to be useful when ridden on a loose rein, if we use
psychology rather than force on them.
Some years back I was introduced to the training principles
of a venerated Peruvian horse trainer named Jose Alba Leon.
He used this simple psychological principle to accomplish relaxation in the horses he trained. The basis of his method was
what is now referred to as the one-rein stop, which is known to
hackamore reinsmen as doubling and in dressage as suppling
and flexion. Maestro Alba used patterns to accomplish his
goals, and the pattern for slowing down and relaxing horses
involved the use of the double, or flexion, to take advantage of
the major weakness of the horse’s resistance. Trying to move
a horse by pulling it forward or back is usually an exercise in
futility. However, pressure applied from the side is hard for the
horse to resist.
The way this concept is put into use goes something like this:
You’re in the saddle cruising along on Sol de Chuno when he
decides to take off. You know the uselessness of trying to hold
him back, so knowing the value of lateral flexion, take a short
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grasp of the left rein, and with successive brief pulls upward
and back, encourage him to bend his neck around to your leg.
You brace the hand on your knee or the saddle until Sol “gives”
and then, in place of pulling, you will “set” the rein at a short
length so his head has to stay folded around your leg, as if he
were rubbing at a fly. Then you wait. You wait until he stops,
totally, all movement. Then you release the rein and see if he
moves.
If by some miracle a single double like this works, he’ll
move off in a relaxed walk, licking, chewing, and swallowing,
with the bit clinking over his tongue, and all is beautiful. More
likely, however, it will require a rather large number of such
doubles to form a new groove in Sol’s brain. We refer to this
repeating process as “The Thirteen Doubles.”
This pattern is done on approximately a twenty meter circle.
You imagine the circle to be a clock face. (No, not a digital clock; an old-fashioned round clock with numbers on it.)
We begin by allowing Sol to move from twelve o’clock to one
o’clock, where we stop and double once on each side. Then
we move to two o’clock, where we double twice on each side,
alternating. Then it’s three doubles at three o’clock and so on,
you get it, until you arrive again at twelve where you double,
you guessed it, twelve time on each side. Then for good measure and Irish superstition we move once more to one’o’clock
and double thirteen times. This can be done with bosal or bit—
anything that allows lateral force.
But, you’re not done! Now, here on day one, you go down
the road or out into the field. When Sol speeds, you stop and
double, but only on the left side. Releasing the double, you
ask to move forward, but not with your leg, with your body.
You can cluck or smooch and use your seat to “scootch” him
forward. (It’s not unlike standing in front of a table and contracting your abdominal muscles to thrust the table forward
with your pelvis.) Once he moves, you leave the reins slack
and enjoy the ride. If (when) he speeds on you, you stop and
double him again, but on day one always to the left. On day
two the same pattern is repeated with the difference that you
double him always to the right. Again you use your seat only
(no legs) to move him forward, so he has no excuse to bolt off
your leg. (You didn’t know horses were so legalistic; sorta’ like
eleven-year-old children: “Pick up your room.”...“But I can’t
it’s too heavy!”) On day three, you alternate doubles, left one
time, right the next, but only when he speeds out of the walk.
Otherwise you ride on a slack, loose rein (sometimes referred
to as a draped rein, like western riders use.)
Psychologically, the double is hard for Sol to like. It doesn’t
hurt; it’s just annoying. But he associates his action of speeding
with the consequence of being doubled. It goes something like
this: “I wanna go, but every time I do, this sucker doubles me
to the stirrup, so if I creep along, he’ll leave me alone.”
Now you’ve got a horse who will make it his own idea to
stay relaxed and slow. He doesn’t require being held back with
the reins; you are holding him back with your mind. Supposedly your brain is bigger than his. That’s your power. It’s kind
of a David and Goliath kind of thing. Oh, yeah, you’re right
it seems to require an enormous investment of time and patience to do this whole exercise. You take three whole days of
your precious riding time; moreover I calculate in the thirteen
doubles alone you will have done over a hundred and eighty
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doubles! Then heaven only knows how many more over the
next two days out in the field! But, as a result of doing this,
you will probably be done with this problem for the life of
this horse. Meanwhile your unbelieving buddies will go water
skiing on their reins past you, holding piano-wire-tight reins in
their trembling hands. Worth the trouble? Three days to have,
maybe, twenty years of trouble-free pleasure riding? You tell
me! See ya down the road. Have fun doubling!
—

Classified Ads

Andalusian & Half-Andalusians

From 2nd Generation Breeder/Equestrian

Contact:

Tim Majewski

For sale: Used Passier dressage saddle, good condition, restuffed, 17 1/2 inches, with pommel “cutback” making it an
excellent fit for Andalusians. Very reasonably priced at $400.
Judith Warner, 828 2717960 or warnerstjust@hotmail.com.
Pictures upon request.

Tamarack
Stables

ridetamarack@aol.com
703-339-5160
9905 Old Colchester Rd
Lorton, VA 22079

www.ridetamarack.com

Horses for Sale
Training, Boarding
Lessons,Trail Rides
Camps, Parties

Bred

for

Sport

Glen Aryn Farm = Athletic, Talent, Performance.

design by

See for yourself!

Aragon GAF Standing at Stud

Glen Aryn Farm

Cynthia Roberts
info@glenarynfarm.com
703-966-7377

www.glenarynfarm.com
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Making the Old New Again
The Revival of Classical Riding With the Baroque Equestrian Games™
By Jennifer Roberts
“Nothing of beauty can ever be accomplished by the use of force.”
—Xenophon

highest goal of creating an artistic display of beauty between
horse and rider.
Then, in 2012, more like-minded enthusiasts joined with
Tina and Bruno to begin the organizational strategy and to
plan educational events and competitions. Together, they have
created a competition that celebrates the Living Art of Classical Horsemanship in a hope to help others discover true harmony with their equine partners.

Tina Cristiana Veder on Valor, BEGI Grand Gala

Do you dream of dancing with your horse—a dance, based on
softness and beauty, instead of power and complete accuracy?
The Baroque Equestrian Games revive the ballet of classical
riding, giving a modern competition system to the training program of the classical dressage masters.
Looking Back—To Look Forward
In 2010, The Baroque Equestrian Games & Institute™ (BEGI)
was created out of the vision and passion of Tina Cristiani Veder and Bruno Gonzales. Each born into European equestrian
families, where the principles of classical riding were paramount, they became avid students of the historical training
methods and the artistry of classical riding.
Over the years, they grew increasingly aware that the vast
majority of American riders have not had the opportunity to
understand and experience the principles of the great equestrian masters. So their goal became to make these timeless truths
available through a classical competition.
In the following years, Tina and Bruno worked to develop
and refine their endeavor. The foundational cornerstones for
both the Games Competition and the Institute are the “patterns” (tests) of the Groundwork, Classical Schooling, Mounted
Maneuvers, and Musical Presentations Sections of the competition. These patterns are based on the exercises and movements that formed the training programs used by the great
equestrian masters of the Baroque period—always with the
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and rider who are striving toward these ideals. Most other
competitions tend to focus on brilliance of gaits, with preference given to the specific breed types for which those competitions were originally created. The purpose of The Baroque
Equestrian Games is to educate people, in the form of feedback of the judge’s scoring, to the principles that help bring
every horse into better relaxation, balance, fluidity, lightness,
and collection.
Unlike other scoring systems in typical competitions, the
Baroque Equestrian Games emphasizes artistry over athletic
performance and the quality of the horse’s training in achieving expressiveness without tension, coupled with the skill and
elegance of the rider. These are more important than the talent
of the individual horse. According to Tina, “We have created
something for more compact, elevated, and uphill horses, really giving them a venue to shine and reward their natural talents.” Made up of four distinct Sections, the judging looks to
reward classical training ideals each step of the way.
Four Ways to Shine
The clearly defined Sections of the games offer a fun and simple competitive set of movements that reward correct training.
All of the exercises were developed to help the horse and rider
become balanced, which
is more commonly
referred to now
as collection.
The classical
masters taught
horses to shift
weight backward in the
beginning of Nancy Himmelblau on Suplico
Baroque Games Compeition
their schooling; BEG makes this a part of their training scale. All breeds and
all styles of tack are encouraged and may take part in as many
(or as few) Sections as participants wish at each competition.
Groundwork Section: Groundwork was seen as an essential
piece of education for horses in the classical schools. Through inhand and longeing exercises, competitors are scored on the harmony between horse and handler and the relaxation, suppleness,
balance, self-carriage, and lightness that the horse demonstrates.
Classical Schooling Section: All the patterns are ridden in
a 20m x 40m arena. The movements in the patterns are designed to advance the horse-and-rider combination through
their training. Participation in the Classical Schooling Section
is a requirement for entering the other two mounted Sections.
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[Editor’s note: This article is reprinted from Equine Journal (and updated)
by permission of Tina Cristiani Veder. This year represents the first time
the full Baroque Equestrian Games will be offered in conjunction with
ERAHC’s New England Classic shows, so this is by way of introducing A New Kind of Competition
you to this beautiful competition, so that you can ride and/or observe Until now, there has not been a venue that highlights the prinwith full appreciation of this new kind of equestrian competition.]
ciples of the historic classical masters and rewards the horse

Tonico Do Top
1999 Lusitano Stallion

(Emetico x Jandaya Do Top)

2013 CBLM Grand Prix Champion

2013 CBLM Grand Prix
Musical Freestyle Champion
2013 GAIG Reserve Champion
Grand Prix
2013 Reserve Champion
Grand Prix CDI

15.3 Chestnut PSL
Purebred 2014 Fee $ 2500

Jalifa (GS)
1991 Lusitano Stallion

Ridden by his Trainer
Felicitas von Neumann-Cosel

Both Stallions
Standing at Stud in MD.
Videos Available L F G

(Zimbro II x Conchita)

ERAHC Lusitano Specialty
Class Champion for 8 years.
Flashing great movement at
halter, costume, and dressage.
Accomplished in the show ring
and proud of it!

15.2 Gray PSL
2014 Fee : $1500

www.cedarrowe.com
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Let the Games Begin!
The inaugural Baroque Equestrian Games competition was held
in 2013 at the
Virginia
Horse
Center, where this
year it will again
be held concurrently with the
ERAHC Virginia
Classic shows. In
addition, this allbreed competition will be held
in
conjunction
Jane Creagh on Solar,
with
ERAHC’s Art of Marialva BEGI Grand Gala
2014 New England Classic in Massachusetts. It includes all four Sections: Groundwork, Classical Schooling, Mounted Maneuvers, and Musical Presentation.
Along with the BEGI competition in VA, some internationally acclaimed instructors and trainers who endorse BEGI will
be coming to give special lectures and demonstrations. The
new Classical Stallion and Sales Spotlight will take place on
Sat, Aug 30th between 5 and 7 pm during a wine and cheese
tasting reception, and the much-anticipated drawing for Quasar MC, the raffle colt, will be done at that time. On Friday
evening, August 29th, the spectacular Grand Gala will return
with a different story and theme, “Myth & Legend.” This evening of entertainment is an important fundraiser for Hoofbeats
Therapeutic Riding Center of Lexington, VA. To learn more
about the exciting activities scheduled, check out the VA Prize
List on the BEGI website. It’s sure to be an event that you won’t
want to miss!
Glenn Cochran on Milho Rey,
As Xenophon, BEGI Grand Gala

Up the Levels
Similar to mainstream dressage, the Baroque Equestrian Games
has a progressive training system in place. As partnerships of
horses and riders progress, they are able to move up the four
phases of competition in each section.
Initiate Phase: This is the first level of training for horse and
rider; exercises include walk, trot, and halt, with circles, loops,
changes of direction, and square turns.
Equilibre Phase: This builds on the Initiate Phase; it consists
of walk, trot, and canter and introduces beginning lateral work
and the rein-back.
Rassembler Phase: This phase includes all of the move- For more information about BEGI, including competition rules,
ment of Equilibre, but at a greater degree of collection. Lateral visit http://baroquegames.net/.
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Join the Fun
While still in its early stages, BEG has taken off. The first official set of Games took place last year in Virginia, but this year
the equestrian scene has again seen a myriad of clinics and
schooling events
Janet Tenney on Milho Rey, Art of Marialva
BEGI Grand Gala
preparing
for
this year’s debut
in Massachusetts
in July as well as
a second grand
occasion in Virginia in August.
Tina says, “Our
desire is to help
each and every
horse and rider
to find that incredible
balance, lightness, harmony, and mutual joy that is the highest
expression of the relationship between man and horse. At the
clinics we have organized thus far, everyone—from three-day
eventers and dressage riders to western riders—has improved
his or her riding skills, and their horses have attained better
balance and self-carriage through the classical exercises.”
Dedicated to preserving and passing down the wisdom of the
great classical masters, BEG has found a way to help aspiring riders truly dance with their horses, in a competition that encompasses the system that was used during the Baroque period—
bringing back something that is old and making it new again.

movements such as renvers, travers, and half pass are added,
in addition to the half pirouette.
High School Phase: Culminating in full collection, this phase
adds flying changes of lead, piaffe, passage, and full pirouettes.
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Mounted Maneuvers Section: This Section tests the responsiveness of the horse through reenactments of tasks that were
once commonplace in the classical schools. Incorporating
basic schooling movements with props, challenges include
swordplay such as “Slash the Target” (knocking a target off of
a platform) and “Pierce the Ring” (running the sword through
a ring-shaped target).
Musical Presentation Section: Displaying the creative freedom of musical freestyle performances, riders are able to use a
theme, costuming, music, and choreography of their choosing
to incorporate the movements from their phase of training. This
section is reminiscent of the gala equestrian displays during
the Baroque Era.
An exciting aspect of the Games is that they allow even novice horses and riders to explore the fun and excitement of the
mounted maneuvers, as well as the artistic expression of the
musical presentation.
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Summary of Rules for USEF Classes for Andalusian, Lusitano, and Half-Andalusian Horses
What follows are two tables that summarize the USEF rules that apply to classes at the ERAHC New England Classic and
Virginia Classic breed shows this year. They are not a substitute for the USEF rulebook, but a handy guide to the basic requirements, with reference to the AL Chapter sections, where you can find the full details. We hope this helps you to participate in
and prepare for the shows.
Note that there are a few special rules for Regional competitions, so these apply for the Virginia Classic but not New England. (Also please note that, as this is for the ERAHC newsletter, it does not include breed-related rules applying to the other
baroque breeds included in the New England Classic. It also does not include rules pertaining to the Baroque Equestrian
Games. For ERAHC show-specific rules and requirements, see the prize lists posted on the ERAHC website.) USEF Rulebook
references cite subchapter (e.g., AL-4) and/or section (e.g., AL114). And not all the classes listed here are offered at both
shows, while some have, for example, Amateur, Open, Junior Exhibitor, and/or Vintage Rider classes offered separately.
For junior horses, there are special options in all performance classes. See AL110.8 for general guidelines applicable even
where not specifically mentioned in class descriptions. See also Subchapter AL-15 for additional Western Pleasure rules and
AL-43 for additional Doma Vaquera rules.
The classes listed here are those for which USEF rules apply. Some opportunity (OP) and exhibition (EX) classes are not
listed because they are not USEF-type classes. These are described in the Prize Lists.
For Working Equitation classes, ERAHC uses the rules established by USFWE, which are available for download from the
Working Equitation News section of ERAHC’s website (erahc.org).
Come! Show! Enjoy!
HALTER CLASSES*
A/L, HA, OP-S, & S-P

Horse

Stallions/colts 2+yrs

Full mane and tail; both Enter arena at walk
testicles
For Regional ChampionFull mane and tail – or – ship show (VA Classic),
Spanish clip (no forelock, enter in order of draw
mane shaped, tail shaved (posted at least 30 minor grown out and banged) utes prior to class)

Yearling colts

Mares 3+yrs

Fillies 2yrs

Yearling fillies

Weanlings

Geldings & Stock Type
(all sexes)
All

Hoof Prints

Gaits

Tack

Attire

Maximum lead length
12ft.

For handlers and in-ring
assistants:

Headstalls must have
throatlatch.

Jumpsuit or dress slacks
and long-sleeve shirt

Serretas must have
leather covering.

No denim

Tie, kerchief, bolo,
Total whip length (includ- brooch, or pin
Refer to USEF Ruleing snapper) 6ft or less
Appropriate leather
book section AL105 for
shoes, dress shoes, or
description of pattern and
boots (no sneakers or
presentation
running shoes)
Functionality test reOptional:
quired for stallions 5+yrs
Sweater, vest, coat, SpanFull mane and tail – or – (except amateur handler
ish traje corto, or PortuSpanish clip (same as old- and champion classes)—
guese campino attire
er mares, except with tail see description below
hairs banged at hock level)
Evening only option:
A/L and Purebred SpanFull mane and tail – or – ish senior stallions shall
Tuxedo
Spanish clip (no forelock, leave the arena between
mane shaped, tail shaved Functionality and Inhead to below vulva, with Hand portions of presenhairs banged above hock) tation. Purebred Portuguese (Lusitano) horses in
Full mane and tail – or
senior stallion Specialty
– Spanish clip (forelock,
(foreign judge) class shall
mane, and tail shaved)
remain in arena after
No specifications
Functionality for removal
of tack prior to In-Hand
presentation.
No dyes or other coloring;
clear hoof polish only is
permitted; max. toe length
4¾”. No falling/fallen
crest or ewe neck. See
USEF rules for shoeing.
Full mane and tail – or –
Spanish clip (with or without forelock, roached or
shaped mane, tail shaved
head to below vulva with
hairs banged at natural
length)

Walk and Trot
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Home
of the
Original
Andalusian
of the Old
Dominion

Andalusians &
Half-Andalusians

Tamarack
Stables
Rivers Edge

Contact:

From 1st & 3rd Generation
Breeders/Equestrians
Over 50 Years
Breeding & Training
Lois Majewski

tsretsre@aol.com - 540-752-7367
14511 Spring Mill Dr, Fredericksburg, VA 22406

www.tamarackstables.com
Horses for Sale - Stallions Standing
Training, Boarding, Lessons, Camps, Trail Rides, Parties
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HALTER CLASSES*
A/L, HA, OP-S, & S-P

Horse

Gaits

Tack

Attire

Functionality, Senior Stallions (5+)
(AL105.10)

Required for stallions 5
and older

Enter arena at trot

Other ages/sexes not
permitted

May be asked to back

As for any Performance
Class described below;
tack and attire style must
match

As for any Performance
Class described below;
tack and attire style must
match

NOTE: Not a separate
class; this is the undersaddle part of the halter
class for Senior Stallions
(5+)

Best Movement class
(AL-4)

Same as above

Walk, Trot, Canter
NOTE: A/L and Purebred
Spanish senior stallions
shall leave the arena
between Functionality
and In-Hand portions of
presentation. Purebred
Portuguese (Lusitano)
horses in senior stallion
Specialty (foreign judge)
class shall remain in
arena after Functionality
for removal of tack prior
to In-Hand presentation.

Exception: Whips up to
47.2 inches (120 cm)
long only permitted

Enter arena at trot

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Long-sleeved shirt/blouse

Refer to USEF Rulebook
AL114 for description
and diagram of pattern
Gaits/presentation otherwise same as for above

Showmanship in Hand
(AL-31)

Stallions not permitted
Purebred and HalfAndalusian horses shown
together

As for conformation
classes, except:

Boots or dress shoes

Pattern: See pages 50 &
52 of USEF Rulebook
English or Western style – Chapter AL, Presentation
of the Horse
see halter class requirements
Quarter System: See
pages 51–52 of USEF
Rulebook Chapter AL
Dressage Sport Horse in
Hand (AL-42, DR-2)

Braiding is optional

No denim
Long hair pulled back
neatly
Optional:
Sweater, vest, jacket,
gloves, tie

Enter arena at walk to
apex of triangle

Bridle required on horses
3 years and up

On the triangle:

Younger horses may be
shown in bridle or plain
black or brown leather
stable halter

Walk
Trot
Stand in “open position,”
that is, with all four legs
visible to judge from
either side

Dressage-type or huntertype snaffle bridle
Optional:
With or without cheeks
Keepers allowed
Noseband; if any, cavesson style only permitted

All handlers, assistant
handlers, & whip assistants must be dressed as
follows:
Conservative casual attire
recommended – pants
and shirt
Dressage or hunter attire
acceptable – breeches,
boots, shirt (with tie,
stock tie, or choker collar)
Optional:
Jackets, hats, vests, gloves

Split or single chain attached to both sides of bit
instead of reins
Whip assistant permitted
One whip permitted, 6 ft
long (including lash), no
attachments

*Halter class descriptions apply to regular, champion, and amateur-to-handle conformation classes. Note that descriptions are
by ages rather than by halter class divisions.
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PERFORMANCE CLASSES
Horse

Bridle

Saddle

Other tack

Gaits

Attire

English hunt, dressage, combined, or
side

No martingales, tiedowns, bandages, or
boots

Enter arena at trot

Tweed or Melton
coat

English Pleasure – Hunt Seat (AL-8)
Optional: Braiding of Required: Snaffle,
mane and tail
Pelham, or kimberwicke bit
Cavesson noseband
only; no dropped,
figure eight, or flash

No draw reins, bit
converter straps, or
“artificial appliances”

Walk, Trot, Canter

Boots

Hand gallop (excluded from Vintage
Rider & Jr. Exhibitor
classes)

Dark blue, black, or
brown hunt cap or
hunt derby
Optional:

Optional:

Spurs

Crops 30” or less
English Pleasure – Dressage Suitability (AL-9)
May not have competed above First
Level Dressage

Snaffle bridle,
smooth snaffle bit,
noseband

May not have competed in Dressage
Hack class

Cavesson, drop,
flash, or figure eight
noseband permitted

Dressage or allpurpose English

—

Enter arena at trot

Hunt coat

Walk, Trot (sitting or
rising), Canter

Breeches or jodhpurs
Boots or jodhpur
boots

May be asked to
lengthen or shorten
strides, walk on
loose rein, halt,
stand, and/or back.

Hunt cap or dressage
derby

English Pleasure
Purebreds and HalfAndalusians are
shown separately

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

Enter arena at trot

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

Walk, Trot, Canter

HA Pleasure, English or Western (AL-12, AL-32)
Half-Andalusians
only

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt Seat
– or for Western
Pleasure

As for English PleaAs for English PleaEnter arena at trot/jog As for English
sure – Hunt Seat – or sure – Hunt Seat – or
Walk, Trot/Jog, Can- Pleasure – Hunt Seat
for Western Pleasure for Western Pleasure
Seat – or for Western
ter/Lope
Pleasure

AL/HA English Equitation Hunt Seat, Jr. Exhibitor (17 & Under) (AL-30, AL209)
Purebreds and HalfAndalusians are
shown together

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt Seat
Dressage Seats

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

Enter arena at trot

As for English
Pleasure – Hunt and
Dressage Seats

Walk, Trot, Canter
May be asked to
back

Dressage Hack (AL-10)
Optional: Braiding
of mane and tail (or
secured with thread,
yarn, or bands; no
ribbons or other
decorations)

Snaffle bridle with
smooth snaffle bit
and cavesson noseband or full bridle
Optional: Drop,
flash, or figure eight
noseband with
snaffle bridle

English dressage or
English all-purpose

No martingales,
draw reins, other
artificial appliances,
Conservative dressage style saddle pad boots, or bandages
Optional:

Enter arena at working trot

Short riding coat,
conservative color

Both directions:
Working walk, working trot, working
canter, lengthened
One whip, 47.2”
(120cm) long or less, trot, lengthened
canter
including lash
Trot sitting or rising
One direction: Free
walk, working trot
on long rein

Tie, choker, or stock
tie
Breeches or jodhpurs
Boots or jodhpur
boots
Hunt, derby, or top
hat or protective
headgear
Gloves recommended

May be asked for
backing 4 steps, can- No half chaps or
leggings
ter transition from
walk and/or trot
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Positive Principles of Modern Behavioral Science
Timeless Teachings of Historic Classical Horsemanship

Helping Horses Overcome
Behavior Issues & Phobias
With the Proven Power of
Positive Reinforcement Training





Relaxed ear and head handling
Standing quietly for clipping, mounting, etc.
Calm cooperation with your vet and farrier
Easy trailer loading & unloading






Aggression towards people or horses
De-spooking and reduced reactivity
Kicking, striking, bucking, bolting
Fear, anxiety, phobias, grumpiness

It’s Not Magic – It’s Behavioral Science!
With most traditional training, horses do what we want in order to avoid something they don’t like... but so much
more can be achieved through the scientifically proven methods of positive reinforcement. Combining behavioral
shaping, de-sensitization and counter-conditioning, your horse can happily learn to do just about anything – and learn
to stop doing those things you don’t want. No force, no pain, no fear… just amazingly quick and enjoyable results
that will increase trust and improve the relationship with your horse. As a serious student of historic Classical riding,
my techniques will not compromise the vital principles that lead to balance, responsiveness and higher collection.
 This mare wanted nothing to do with a wet sponge

near her ears... she’d jerk her head high and then rear.
Now she happily lowers her head whenever a wet sponge
approaches. (No need for restraint – note the unfastened
cross-tie and halter looped around her neck.)
A gelding with severe and long-term aggression issues. 
In addition to biting numerous people, he would also strike,
kick and bolt when lunging. He now clearly enjoys human
interaction, and is a pleasure to work with on the lunge.

Training Services, Lessons & Workshops
I will work directly with your horse to overcome issues, as well as teach you
the underlying scientific principles, technical skills and application of the
techniques. Individual training, private lessons or group clinics, your farm
or mine. Over 20 years of applied animal behavior study and services with
multiple species; references available.

Sharon Madere 804-677-7046 EquiLightenment@gmail.com
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PERFORMANCE CLASSES
Horse

Bridle

Saddle

Other tack

Gaits

Attire

Breastplates permitted

Enter arena at trot

Any tweed or Melton
hunt coat

Hunter Hack (AL-13)
—

Light show type
Any type hunt or all(hunter or dressage) – purpose English
single snaffle, double
(full), or pelham.
Kimberwicke bit
permitted
No figure eight, drop,
or flash nosebands

Optional:

Walk, Trot, and
Canter

Breeches or jodhpurs

Spurs

Hand gallop one
Crops up to 30” long way after 2nd fence,
then halt, back, and
stand on loose rein

Boots

Breastplates permitted

Conservatively colored coat

Protective headgear

English Show Hack (AL-14)
Optional: Braiding
of mane and tail (or
secured with thread,
yarn, or bands; no
ribbons or other
decorations)

Light show type
Any dressage or all(hunter or drespurpose English
sage) – single snaffle,
double (full), or
pelham.

Enter arena at trot

Kimberwicke bit
permitted

Normal, collected,
and extended walk,
trot, canter, and
hand gallop, with
“noticeable transitions”

No figure eight, drop,
or flash nosebands

May be asked to halt
and back

Breeches
Boots
Hunt cap or derby
Optional:
White breeches, top
hat, and tails

Western Pleasure (AL-15, AL-17)
Horse’s eyes generally at or above
withers at all gaits

Any Western type
headstall with noseband and Western
bit
See USEF rules for
details of bits, configuration of bridle,
reins, riata, hobbles,
and use of romal

Stock saddle
Optional:
Side saddle with
proper attire

Whips not permitted except with side
saddle
Tapaderos not permitted

Enter arena at jog
Walk, Jog, and Lope
Hand gallop (excluded from Vintage
Rider class)

Western hat, longsleeved shirt (any
collar)
Trousers or pants
Boots

Reverse away from
rail; no reverse at
lope

Chaps, shotgun
chaps, or chinks
Optional:

One hand on reins;
no change of hand
permitted

One-piece longsleeved equitation suit

Vest, jacket, coat,
Exception: Two
and/or sweater
hands permitted with
Junior Horse in snaffle Protective headgear
bit or hackamore
Spurs

Reining (AL-33)
—

Western bridle—see
RN102

Western style saddle—see RN101.8

See RN102

Pattern 8—see RN-2

Western attire
(RN101.8)

As for any other
Performance Class;
tack and attire style
must match

As for any other
Performance Class;
tack and attire style
must match

Walk, Trot/Jog, Canter/Lope

As for any other
Performance Class;
tack and attire style
must match

As for any halter
class

As for any halter
class

Walk, Trot/Jog

Mounted Trail (WS-3 for guidelines)
As for any other
Performance Class,
except In-Hand Trail

As for any other
Performance Class;
tack and attire style
must match

May need to back
for some obstacles

In-Hand Trail (WS-3 for guidelines
Any age, any sex
As for any halter
class

Hoof Prints

As for any halter
class

May need to back
for some obstacles

As for any halter
class
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Success may
be its own
reward!
But
volunteering
for ERAHC
comes with
perks!
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VOLUNTEERS
ARE THE
BACKBONE OF
OUR SHOWS!
What makes or breaks the success of the ERAHC shows is our daily volunteers, no matter how much planning
goes into the previous 12 months.
The success of the keeping the show running smoothly and on schedule depends on our daily volunteers.
Unfortunately each year we simply do not have enough volunteers to set up a trail class, enough runners to
communicate with managers, no one to communicate with gatekeepers, and so much more. This slows the
show down, and soon classes are running late!
Let’s all chip in and change things this year!! There are time slots available from Thursday to Sunday, 8:00 am
through the close of each day, and a job to fit anyone’s skill set. Volunteer yourself, your spouse, your child,
parents, grooms, or whoever else might be coming with you. It is very difficult to find volunteers once things
are up and running, so the few who do sign up and those trying to run the show end up doing double and
triple duty. Please sign up before the show. You will soon receive a list of volunteer jobs via email or snail mail
so you can learn what the different jobs are.
New for the 2014 Virginia Classic show are PRIZES for the volunteers!
What’s in it for you? Of course there is the pride of involvement—and then there are the PRIZES this year!
Did someone say prizes? YES! There will be cash prizes, Outer Banks waterfront house for a weekend, wine,
lessons, and more—but for volunteers only! For every hour you volunteer you receive, one ticket to go into
the raffle bowl. No ERAHC officer or board member will be eligible for these prizes; this is only for our daily
volunteers. Prizes will be drawn at close of show. So stay tuned for details!
There is a job for anyone who has the heart to volunteer!
Please contact Julie Keany at Julie@capriolefarms.com or 703-447-6431.
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PERFORMANCE CLASSES
Horse

Bridle

Saddle

Other tack

Gaits

Attire

Headers required

Enter arena at trot

Drivers:

Two-year-old horses:
Side check required;
overcheck not permitted

Walk

Conservative contemporary attire conforming to turnout

Pleasure Driving (AL-24) – and – HA Driving (AL-40)
Junior horses may be
shown
Two-year-old horses
may only be shown
with two-wheeled
pneumatic tired
vehicles

Bridle with blinkers, overcheck or
sidecheck

Show harness

Two-wheeled
vehicle, show or
Snaffle bit, straight or traditional
jointed or any traditional driving bit

Normal trot/Trot
Strong trot (except
Junior horses)

Gloves and whip
suitable to vehicle

May be asked to
back

Separate overcheck
bit required if using
overcheck

Headers:
Dusters or smocks
Optional:
Protective headgear

Burr, gags, and
twisted wire bits not
permitted
Andalusian Native (Contemporary) Tack and Attire (AL-26)
—

Spanish or Portuguese

Spanish or Portuguese

See USEF rules for
details

See USEF rules for
details

Tack and attire must
match for style and
country

Enter ring at trot

Consistent with tack

Walk, Trot, and
Canter

Spanish may be
vaquera, feria, gala,
or exhibition
Portuguese may be
bullfighting, haute
école exhibition,
women’s sidesaddle or astride, or
caveleiros
See USEF rules for more

Andalusian Heritage (Historical) (AL-27)
Consistent with tack
and attire

Authentic tack from
period represented

Authentic tack from
period represented

Authentic tack from
period represented
Submit narrative (up
to 1 min) describing
period and heritage

Enter ring at trot

Authentic attire from
period represented,
consistent with tack

Walk, Trot, and
Canter

HA Costume (Native or Heritage) (AL-39; see also AL-26, AL-27)
—

Spanish or Portuguese

Spanish or Portuguese

Spanish or Portuguese

Native or Heritage

Native or Heritage

Native or Heritage

Almost anything that
won’t fall off or otherwise be unsafe

Walkers not permitted

Enter ring at trot

Spanish or Portuguese

Walk, Trot, and
Canter

Native or Heritage

Fantasy Costume (AL-28)
Purebred and HalfAndalusian horses
shown together

Almost anything that
won’t fall off or otherwise be unsafe

May show individually or in groups up
to five horses/riders;
lead rider only to
wear number

Flags, bards, and/or
banners permitted
Optional:
Script to be read by
announcer, up to 1
min long

Enter ring at walk
Walk and Trot
May be asked to halt
and stand quietly

Almost anything that
won’t fall off or otherwise be unsafe

Light hand contact
must be maintained

Walk-Trot Equitation – 10 and Under (AL-30, AL211)
Purebred and HalfAndalusian horses
shown together
Stallions not permitted

Hoof Prints

As for Hunt Seat,
Western, Spanish, or
Portuguese classes

As for Hunt Seat,
Western, Spanish, or
Portuguese classes

As for Hunt Seat,
Western, Spanish, or
Portuguese classes

Enter arena at trot
or jog

As for Hunt Seat,
Western, Spanish, or
Portuguese classes

Walk and Trot/Jog
May be asked to back
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Saturday Evening, 30 August, 2014
7:30 pm to 9:00 pm
Virginia Horse Center, Lexington, Virginia
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Plans are underway for a very special night celebrating our incredible horses. It will be filled with
excitement, beauty, skill and fun! We are thrilled to announce a few of our stars for the event:
•

Karen Lewis and her cobra of mares

•

Damian Maciel performing the discipline of Garrocha

•

Felicitis Von Neumann-Cosel with a Grand Prix exhibition on the Lusitano stallion,
Tonico do Top owned by Linda and Joe Denniston

•

A Young Horse Exhibition for future dressage stars

•

Lisa Hurlong will be entertaining the crowd with her Spanish Guitar. She is one of
the very few women classical guitarists on the international concert stage today as well
as representing the Spanish horse throughout the world in clinics, revision, and sales.
Lisa has united the art of music and horses as well as her international experience into
a dynamic force promoting the beauty of the Spanish horse and the Spanish Guitar
worldwide.

•

A parade of breeds for PREs, PSLs, Andalusians, and Half-Andalusians

We are marketing this event with a strong media campaign, so we anticipate a nice crowd along
with our own participants. Come and watch the return of the extravaganza!
Do you know an act that might want to participate? Please email me with any suggestions.
Contact Julie Keany at julie@capriolefarms.com or 703-447-6431 for more information.
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PERFORMANCE CLASSES
Horse

Bridle

Saddle

Other tack

Gaits

Attire

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Enter arena at walk

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Enter arena at walk

Black or brown
Spanish vaquera
saddle

Spurs optional

Walk–Trot Green Horse (AL-36, AL217)
Horse may not be
shown in any other
class (at this or any
USEF competition)
requiring canter or
lope

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Walk and Trot/Jog

Horse may not have
been shown under
saddle prior to current year
Walk–Trot Equitation Green Rider (AL-36, AL218)
Rider may not be
shown in any other
class (at this or any
USEF competition)
requiring canter or
lope

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Any discipline
above, but tack and
attire must match

Walk and Trot/Jog
Must NOT be asked
to back

Stallions prohibited
One header per
horse permitted at
line-up
Doma Vaquera (AL-43)
Purebreds and HalfAndalusians are
shown together
Long manes may be
braided
No colored ribbons
Horse may be shod
or not
No special sliding
shoes

Black or brown
headstall
Throatlatch optional
Leather or horsehair
mosquero
Black curb-type bit
Junior horses may be
ridden in a snaffle
with two hands on
reins in Basico and
Intermedio levels

No saddle pad
Brown or black-andgray striped blanket
tied in front
No farm brand visible

All movements must
be done on both
Martingales and leg
protectors prohibited reins
Reins held in left
hand only

Black or dark brown
traje corto jacket.

Refer to patterns and
text in USEF rulebook chapter AL for
descriptions of gaits
and movements;
these vary with level

With brown jacket,
pants cuffs are
turned up (no
caireles), and brown
Sevillano hat may be
worn

With black jacket,
pants shall be gray
and black striped,
Enter arena at canter, and Sevillano hat
may be black
right lead

Grey, blue, green,
and earthy-colored
jackets also permitted
Women may wear
same attire as men
or with split skirt; no
hair ornaments or
flowers

Hoof Prints
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S h o w U p dat e s
New England Classic
the show program. Information and forms are available on the
If you’ve been keeping track of our articles and Facebook ERAHC website under “New England Classic Info.” Every bit
posts, you know that this is going to be quite a departure from helps!
previous New England shows. First, we have a new venue: the Virginia Classic
Three-County (Northampton) Fairgrounds in Massachusetts. The Open Dressage Show will be held Thursday, August 28th,
This is an exceptional location, with first-class facilities and with the Andalusian/Lusitano Show Friday the 29th through
lots of room for our show to grow. Our Open Dressage Show Sunday the 31st. As in New England, the dressage show is an
will be held on Friday, July 11th, and is open to all breeds. opportunity for quarter horses to accrue AQHA award points.
New this year is that registered AQHA quarter horses partici- We hope this helps build a great turnout. The breed show will
pating will be able to collect points for AQHA year-end high again offer pretty much something for everyone, with a full
point awards.
roster of halter and saddle classes. Since the Prize List was first
Friday evening will celebrate our baroque breeds in a special posted, it has been revised to include halter classes for Pure
exhibition, free to all, so we anticipate a great audience. Breed Spanish Horses under American judge Malen Dell, who will
show participants need to come early, and dressage show also judge the IALHA and most Open classes. Joao Ralao Duparticipants need to stay late! This year’s exhibition promises arte returns this year to judge the Portuguese specialty classes
to be spectacular. In addition to our Andalusians, Lusitanos, and to lend his expertise with Working Equitation. Nothing
and Half-Andalusians, other breeds participating in the breed like getting advice from the top! (For newbies: He is the longshow—Friesians, Gypsy Vanners, and Drum Horses—will lend standing president of the World Association for Working Eqtheir special flair to the event.
uitation, the overriding international governing body for WE.)
And, of course, there is the “breed show” itself on Saturday
On the entertainment side, we will again have our Fridaythe 12th and Sunday the 13th. Not only will we have classes night Barn Party, restored by popular demand after last year’s
for all the baroque breeds present (see above), but there will hiatus. This is a kind of party-in-the-aisles potluck, and you’ll
be a full roster of the Baroque Equestrian Games competition be seeing news about it as the time gets closer. And word has
for the first time. And don’t forget Working Equitation—like the it that Julie Keany (president of ERAHC in 2002–2003) is workdressage show, it’s open to all breeds. Maybe some of those ing hard to make this year’s Saturday-night exhibition somedressage horses will stick around for some breakaway fun.
thing exceptional! But we’re still looking for acts. Check out
The full Prize List and forms for all these various options are the ad in this issue. And note, folks: No classes Friday or Saturavailable on ERAHC’s website at erahc.org. And don’t forget day nights, so there will lots of time to party!
about the Silent Auction. It’s never too late to donate until the
Also, we’re looking for show volunteers. In case you thought
table shuts down! See the ad in this issue for details. And we’re volunteering was a thankless job, check out the page in this
still (always) looking for sponsors. Membership and show fees issue about the prizes we’re offering to volunteers at this year’s
stretch only so far. We need sponsors to keep things going. So Virginia Classic, courtesy of Julie Keany.
search your heart and your pocketbook to see if you can be
See you at the Shows!
a sponsor. It takes as little as $20. Or consider advertising in
ERAHC 2014 New England Classic Show
Sponsorship Form
Welcome Friesians and Gypsy/Drum Horses!

Open USDF Dressage Show July 11
Andalusian/Lusitano, Friesian and Gypsy/Drum Breed Show July 12-13
Three County Fairgrounds, Northampton, Massachusetts

We appreciate your support!

Name:

Farm/Business:

Address:
City:

State:

Email:

Phone:

Zip:

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES - Please Check your choice
All Sponsors will receive recognition throughout the show as well as in the show program.
Diamond
$550

Gold
$350

Silver
$250

Bronze
$150
Working
Equitation
$100
Banner
$50
Individual
Class
$40
Trophy
Sponsorship
$30
Message Line
$20

Sponsor 2 Championship classes, 2 Breed Show classes and a Championship Trophy
Full page ad in Show Program
Your arena banner on display
Recognition announcements throughout the show
Sponsor 1 Championship class and 2 Breed Show classes
Full page ad in Show Program
Your arena banner on display
Recognition announcements throughout the show
Sponsor 1 Championship class and 1 Breed Show class
Half page ad in Show Program
Your arena banner on display
Recognition announcements throughout the show
Sponsor 2 Breed Show classes
Half page ad in Show Program
Recognition announcements throughout the show
Sponsor a Working Equitation division
Sponsor the same level Championship Trophy for an additional $30
Quarter page ad in Show Program
Recognition announcements during classes

Andalusian/Lusitano Halter
Champion Stallion Trophy

Andalusian/Lusitano Halter
Champion Gelding Trophy

Andalusian/Lusitano Halter
Champion Mare Trophy

Half Andalusian Halter
Champion Stallion Trophy

Half Andalusian Halter
Champion Gelding Trophy

Half Andalusian Halter
Champion Mare Trophy

Friesian Halter Champion
Stallion Trophy

Friesian Halter Champion
Gelding Trophy

Friesian Halter Champion
Mare Trophy

Part Bred Friesian Halter
Champion Stallion Trophy

Part Bred Friesian Halter
Champion Gelding Trophy

Part Bred Friesian Halter
Champion Mare Trophy

Gypsy/Drum Halter
Champion Horse Trophy

Working Equitation Level 1
Champion Trophy

Working Equitation Level 2
Champion Trophy

Working Equitation Level 3
Champion Trophy

Working Equitation Level 4
Champion Trophy

Overall High Point
Andalusian/Lusitano Trophy

Overall High Point Half
Andalusian Trophy

Overall High Point Friesian
Trophy

Overall High Point Part Bred
Friesian Trophy

Overall High Point
Gypsy/Drum Trophy

Individual A/L Class –
_________________________

Individual HA Class –
_________________________

Please Specify

Please Specify

Individual FR Class –
_________________________

Individual PB/FR Class –
_________________________

Individual GY/DR Class –
_________________________

Please Specify

Please Specify

Please Specify

Individual Opportunity Class_________________________

Individual Exhibition Class –
_________________________

Please Specify

Please Specify

*Sponsorships will be assigned within the discipline selected on a first come, first served basis.

Please make your check payable to ERAHC, then return this form with your payment
no later than June 30, 2014 to:
Becky Brok
1671 Tilden Road
Mohrsville, Pa 19541
610-781-5572
Diamondbbrok@aol.com

Your arena banner on display
Sponsor 1 class at the Breed Show
Recognition announcements during class
Mention in the show program
Sponsor a Championship Trophy (please indicate on page 2)

Sponsorship collected by:_________________________________

Write a message to someone special in our show program! (up to 15 words)
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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ERAHC Sponsorship Form

Please mark which Championship, Trophy, Division, Level and/or Class(s) you would like to sponsor.*

Please note that contributions or gifts to ERAHC are not tax deductible as charitable contributions.

ERAHC Sponsorship Form
Page 1 of 2

Page 2 of 2
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Name of Applicant

(Voting Member - please print)

Additional Members

(Family & Business only)

Farm or Business Name
Address:
Street
City
Phone:
Home/Work

State
Cell

Zip

Email

Website
Type of Business
**Please circle any information you do NOT want included in the erahc website/member directory**

Please tell us about yourself:

Your Membership includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Andalusian horses owned:

Discounts on clinics and seminars
Subscription to Hoof Prints (newsletter)
Free classified ads in Hoof Prints
Free classified ads on ERAHC website
Electronic news briefs
Member directory
And more to come!

• Pure Spanish
• Pure Portuguese
• Spanish/Portuguese
• Half-Andalusian
Note: Horse ownership is not required for membership
Your involvement with horses (check all that apply):
Pleasure Owner
Breeder
Trainer
Stallion Services
Agent
Importer
Horses for Sale
Clinics
Boarding
Other _______________________________________________

Newsletter preference:
Electronic (email, color)

Business Membership also includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discounts on Hoof Prints ads
Banner ad on ERAHC website
Discounts on show program ads
Link on ERAHC website
Listing in Business Member web directory
30-day “spotlight” article on ERAHC website
Preferred placement of ads in show programs

Added value: More than $300 in Extras!
Please

make checks Payable TO

eRahc

Print (B/W)

Annual Fees (January through December):
Individual Membership
$45*
Family Membership
$55*
Juniors (18 & under)
$20
Business Membership
$100
* $5 discount if paid before January 31st, 2014
aNd seNd This fORm wiTh yOuR PaymeNT TO :

Mindy Finelli, ERAHC Membership, 825 County Road 579, Flemington, NJ 08822
f OR

membeRshiP iNfORmaTiON , cONTacT :

q Bylaws
q Clinics
q Education
Office Use Only:
Date received:

Hoof Prints

Mindy Finelli at 908-489-2069 or erahc.membership@hotmail.com

GET INVOLVED! PLEasE chEck aNy arEas IN whIch yOu mIGhT bE wILLING TO hELP:
q Membership
q Show committee
q Newsletter
q Year-End Awards
q Show volunteer
q Website
q Nominations
q Fundraising
q Communications
Paid:

Data Input:

Welcome sent:
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A Special Request!
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Long-time ERAHC member Dorty Brown has fallen
seriously ill, and it has become necessary for her to
find homes for her horses. She has two lovely mares
in need of forever homes. The mares are PREs, ages
17 and 20, no longer breeding stock. And they need
to stay together. The older one has been ridden, and
the younger one is trainable. They are sweet-tempered and would be suitable for light riding – or, of
course, as pasture ornaments. If you have a place on
your farm and a place in your heart to help, please
contact Karen Lewis at 540-456-8520 or karen@
usprehorse.com. Please pass the word.
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ERAHC

c/o Carol M. Stockton
Jorjisstar Farm
278 Eagle View Lane
Bumpass, VA 23024

